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Understanding the legal usage rights of software applications is complex, time-consuming, and – 
whether you pay now or later – costly. Don’t spend all day looking for the clause that applies to your 
use of a software application – let SHI’s Fine Print find it in seconds!

Fine Print Benefits
Find it faster 
Fine Print gives you accurate and efficient access to contract information with our advanced  
indexing tools.

Gain leverage during negotiations 
Make comparisons easier across agreements from multiple publishers, and gain leverage during new 
contract negotiations and annual renewals. 

Mitigate risk 
Synchronize your contract terms with products installed across your network, simplifying or 
eliminating audits due to unintentional software contract violations.

Fine Print is a contract management 
system that organizes your agreements by 
separating contract text into standardized 
clause types. Pulling from our custom-built 
database of licensing agreements, Fine 
Print identifies which terms apply to various 
products and use cases and organizes the 
data in an easy-to-find format.

Use Fine Print to:
• Manage multiple licenses  

and contracts
• Analyze use rights
• Avoid noncompliance issues
• Streamline legal reviews
• Save time and money

SHI Fine Print 
Contract Management System

http://www.SHI.com
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To learn more about Fine Print or other contract management solutions,  
contact your SHI account team today.

Fine Print 
Contract Management System

Custom-built database

• Fine Print’s unique indexing system  
allows you to search for agreement 
terms by product or contract. It will 
mix and match terms from multiple 
agreements, based on their order 
of precedence, providing a unified 
view of your use rights.

• Agreement terms are divided into 
60+ different categories based 
on the type of information you 
need, making it easy for you to  
find applicable contract language. 
Customizable fields allow the  
flexibility to tailor your search.

• Fine Print categorizes pages 
and section numbers, creates 
summaries of each clause, 
and cross-references multiple 
agreements to gain a complete and 
accurate view of your use rights in 
an easy-to-use interface.

Features
Contract repository 
Soft copies of contracts are stored in Fine Print. Easily 
locate key metadata, like effective dates, buying 
programs, and contract type.

Use rights for specific products 
Contract language is indexed by product, providing 
a single view to all terms specific to a license, even 
if pulled from multiple agreements.

Searchable text 
All text entered into Fine Print is fully searchable 
regardless of the original agreement file format.

Custom fields 
SHI can customize what data is pulled from 
agreements based on your specific requirements, 
including cloud usage rights, BYOD, and others.

Contract terms by business case 
Contract text is pulled from agreements and 
categorized by clause types (i.e., audit terms, 
distribution rules, etc.) for easy availability.

Clause summaries 
Each clause entered into Fine Print has a caption that 
provides a high-level summary of the contents, making 
it easier to find and understand your contracts.

Clause conflict review 
If a clause in one agreement supplements or replaces  
a clause in another, Fine Print highlights both so you  
can easily analyze, review, and interpret the language  
of the clause.

Web access 
All of your agreement data is stored in a secure,  
web-based system to allow online viewing by the  
users you authorize.
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